Abstract. Artificial visual stimuli in the form of photographs, video sequences and computer-generated images are increasingly being used to explore the visual world of birds but their use is controversial as it is still not clear whether birds see them in the same way that humans do. While differences between bird and human colour vision may be one problem with using such artificial images, another and potentially even more important difficulty is the distance at which stimuli are presented. An experiment is described in which hens, Gallus gallus domesticus, were trained to move towards one of two real objects viewed at two different distances. Even for real objects, discrimination levels were better when the hens were allowed to view the stimuli from 5-25 cm than when they were forced to choose at 120 cm and this correlated with their ability to transfer to photographs of the same objects at different distances. In a colour discrimination at a short distance, five out of seven hens showed 100% correct responses when first shown photographs of real objects that they had previously learnt to discriminate. The results suggest that photographs can be used as substitutes for real stimuli but that care should be taken over the distance at which they are presented. The results are discussed in relation to the visual behaviour of birds and differences in functioning of their frontal and lateral visual fields.
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The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
Although video and photographic images are potentially powerful tools for analysing the visual worlds of animals, their use has recently been criticized on the grounds that other species may not see them in the way that we do. In particular, it has been claimed that images colour-balanced for human vision may be inappropriate for animals with different colour vision systems from our own, such as birds (Delius 1992; Cuthill & Bennett 1993; Bennett et al. 1994) .
However, the fact that some studies have shown that birds respond well to video images (Evans & Marler 1991; Keeling & Hurnik 1993; McQuoid & Galef 1993) suggests that colour is not the only factor determining whether a bird sees an artificial image as representing the real world. We suggest that an even more important factor is how the image is presented to the bird's eye and, specifically, whether the bird is able to view the artificial image from the same distance as it would naturally choose to view real objects. As we show, this hypothesis has the advantage that it explains why some experiments presenting artificial images to birds 'work' and others do not.
Image distance is particularly important for birds because they effectively have two visual systems which are both anatomically and functionally distinct. The thalamofugal pathway (OPT complex or visual wulst) receives input largely from the monocular lateral field while the tectofugal pathway (nucleus rotundus) receives largely from the frontal field (Shimuzu & Karten 1993) , which may have a considerable degree of binocular overlap. The monocular lateral field is specialized for the detection of distant moving objects whereas the frontal field appears to be more concerned with the resolution of static near objects (Hodos 1993). The two fields are separate to such an extent that pigeons, Columba livia, may have difficulty transferring a task learnt in one visual field to the other (Goodale & Graves 1982; Mallin & Delius 1983) although such intra-ocular transfer is easier when stimulus presentation is changed from the lateral to the frontal field than from frontal to lateral (Remy & Emmerton 1991) . This fact alone should alert us to the possibility
